PROPOSED CONDITIONS RELATED TO THE
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE EAST CAMPUS

USE AND OPERATION OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

AU's residence halls are dynamic communities that promote student learning and development in a safe and affirming atmosphere. Each residence hall community is designed to promote student success. Studies show that students living in residence halls perform better academically and participate more fully in campus life. Each floor of a residence hall has at least one Resident Assistant (RA), an upperclass student that is trained to engage residents in social and educational programs, provide support in mediating conflicts, and help with students' transition to college and other student issues. Additionally, each building has a Resident Director a live-in, full-time, Masters Degree-level professional that supervises the undergraduate resident staff, manages student discipline in the hall, advises the hall government and leads in planning learning opportunities for the entire building. The Resident Director is supported by an Assistant Resident Director. All halls are locked at all times. Residents swipe their student identification cards for access and in all large halls, also present their identification cards to Desk Receptionists that are on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Residents are responsible for their guests and must accompany them at all times during their guests' visits.

Resident Assistants monitor the residence halls in the evenings and on weekends in an "on duty" rotation. The RAs complete rounds (a complete walk of all floors and common areas within the hall) in the evenings. Monday-Friday they conduct two rounds a night, one starting at 9:00 pm and the second starting at 11:00 pm. On the weekends they complete three rounds a night; starting at 9:00 pm, 11:00 pm, and 1:00 am. RAs carry a duty log on their rounds and complete reports if they respond to student conduct incidents or facilities related problems. They also submit incident reports to the student conduct system. In addition to conducting rounds, the RA on duty is on call to respond to incidents throughout their shift and may involve the Resident Director on duty and Public Safety as necessary. Public Safety conducts regular rounds of the campus grounds, including the areas immediately surrounding the residence halls; officers check-in with the residence hall Desk Receptionists on their rounds to see if anything in the hall requires their attention. If an RA sees an incident occurring outside of the residence halls, Public Safety is contacted immediately for response.

The residential communities proposed for the East Campus will be similarly staffed and subject to the same residence hall regulations that currently govern AU's residential communities. The Residence Hall Regulations specifically prohibit the following conduct:

1. To engage in any disorderly conduct or to interfere with the rights of other students in their academic pursuits. This specifically and especially pertains to other residents' rights to an environment conducive to study and to sleep.

2. To engage in sports activity within the residence halls.
3. To engage in sports activity or to create excessive noise within 50 feet of any residence hall.

4. To shout or to otherwise create disturbances from any residence hall window.

5. To create excessive noise by any means. This will include playing loudspeakers through room windows at any time and noise audible outside a student room or in public areas, especially, but not limited to after 11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday, or past 1 a.m. on weekends. These times are considered quiet hours.

6. To drop or throw any object or any liquid from windows.

7. To enter or exit the residence hall through a window when no emergency is present.

8. To enter restricted areas including, but not limited to, building roofs.

9. To keep dangerous materials, including but not limited to, firearms, air or CO2-powered weapons, fireworks, and dangerous weapons.

10. To use, or possess any illegal drug (including medical marijuana) or drug paraphernalia in the residence halls.

11. To sell, manufacture, or distribute any illegal drug (including medical marijuana) or drug paraphernalia in the residence halls.

12. To knowingly and voluntarily be in the presence of any illegal drug (including medical marijuana) or drug paraphernalia in the residence halls.

13. To violate university policies pertaining to the use or possession of alcohol in the residence halls.

14. To violate university policies pertaining to the sale, manufacture, or distribution of alcohol in the residence halls.

15. To knowingly and voluntarily be in the presence of alcohol in the residence halls.

16. To refuse to follow a directive from a housing staff member when acting in the performance of his or her duties.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN

This section outlines the actions and steps that American University ("AU") will undertake to mitigate any adverse impact on adjacent properties resulting from construction activity related to the development of the East Campus (the "Property").
Pre and Post Construction Surveys of Adjacent Westover Place Properties

AU will request access to the adjacent Westover Place properties in order to conduct surveys before the commencement and after completion of the construction work on the Property. The surveys are intended to provide AU and the adjacent property owners a reference point from which to determine the effect, if any, that construction work on the Property had on the adjacent Westover Place properties. The surveys will be performed at AU’s sole cost and expense. Each survey report shall be provided to AU and to the appropriate adjacent property owner. If AU is not permitted access to the property of an adjacent property owner, AU is not required to perform the above-noted surveys for that particular property.

Responsibility for Damage to Adjacent Properties

AU agrees to repair, at its own expense and as promptly as reasonably possible, any damage to the properties of the adjacent property owner, and any improvements thereon, caused by and resulting from the construction work conducted on the Property.

Hours of Construction and Pre-Construction Community Meeting

AU will agree to limit construction hours to Monday – Friday 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM. However, interior work not creating an impact on adjacent properties may take place outside of these hours. In addition, AU will hold a pre-construction community meeting to coordinate planned construction activities on the Property at least 90 days before construction activity starts. AU will schedule the meeting at a time that helps foster maximum community participation. Attendees of that meeting will include representatives of AU’s general contractor and AU’s on-site construction representative (discussed in detail below).

Site Management

AU will erect and maintain construction fencing and barricades in order to screen and secure the site during the construction process. All excavated materials will be removed from the Property via existing driveways on New Mexico Avenue and Nebraska Avenue. Similarly, all construction-related deliveries to the Property will occur from existing driveways on New Mexico Avenue or Nebraska Avenue. AU does not anticipate the need for any street closures as the result of the construction activity on the Property. Sidewalk closures may be needed to maintain a safe environment and such closures will be communicated in advance to the community. Parking spaces for all construction workers and deliveries will be provided on the Property. No construction-related parking will be permitted on nearby residential streets.

AU will remove rubbish and construction debris continuously during the construction period during the normal construction workday. In addition, AU will monitor and police the construction site daily or more often as required to ensure cleanliness. AU will also undertake a program of pest control to ensure that no increase in pest activity occurs during the construction period. All excavation or back fill trucks will be covered before proceeding from the Property onto District streets. Dust and debris will be removed from the Property on an as needed basis.
Applicant’s On-Site Construction Representative

AU shall designate a representative to be the key contact during the period of construction on the Property. At any time construction activity is occurring on the Property, the AU representative or his/her designee shall be available on-site or by telephone to receive communications from the adjacent property owners. In addition, a name and telephone number of a person designated by AU to contact in case of emergency during hours in which no construction activity is occurring shall be readily available to the adjacent property owners. The AU representative and his/her designee will be able to answer questions and receive comments about the site activities and address any concerns the adjacent property owners might have throughout the construction process.

SOUND AMPLIFICATION POLICY

Any event which proposes to use sound amplification equipment on the East Campus will be required to abide by the university’s Sound Amplification Policy. Highlights of the Sound Amplification Policy applicable to the East Campus will include:

1. Sound emanating from university buildings, residence halls, and outside facilities must not interfere with regular functioning of the university or the welfare of residential neighbors. The Department of Public Safety will respond to sound level complaints. If an unacceptable sound level persists, Public Safety will terminate the offending activity and may refer the case to Student Conduct and Conflict Resolution Services.

2. Amplification of sound during the university’s normal working hours (i.e. class hours, university-scheduled study days, final exam periods, special testing sessions, special university events, or during the hours of worship at Kay Spiritual Life Center) or sound amplification affecting the greater campus community (i.e. amplified events outdoors) is prohibited.

3. During hours not specified above, sound amplification for a university-sponsored event affecting the greater campus community will be permitted under the following conditions:

   A. All student-sponsored, outdoor events using amplification will be coordinated by the Office of Student Activities. The Student Activities staff will exercise professional judgment in determining the suitability of proposed entertainment for an outdoor campus site.

   B. Events employing amplified sound will conclude no later than 10:00 p.m.

   C. Amplification must be provided by the Student Union Board, unless an exception is granted and arrangements are coordinated through the Office of Student Activities.
D. During the event, a Student Activities staff member will measure the sound level at the campus boundary with the adjacent Westover Place property.

LIGHTING PLAN FOR THE EAST CAMPUS

As shown on the attached Site Lighting Plan, no light from the buildings, walkways or parking lot on the East Campus will project onto neighboring properties at night. The proposed buildings will not have exterior lights, except as required by applicable building codes. In addition, no lights are proposed in the landscaped buffer area adjacent to the Westover Place townhomes. The walkways throughout the East Campus and the surface parking lot will be lit with lamps that reflect light downwards.

USE OF ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 4 & 6

AU and its design team have reviewed the proposed interior configuration of the uses in Building Nos. 4 and 6. The uses in these buildings are now envisioned to include a small fitness center of approximately 2,000 square feet (approximately 5% of the total area), which is intended to solely serve the residents of the East Campus. Office space is expected to utilize approximately 57% of the interior space and will be the predominant use along the back of the buildings, which face the Westover Place properties. All lights in these offices will be on sensors and will turn off when no one is in the office. The remaining 38% of the interior space will be utilized for classroom and meeting room spaces. The attached site plan depicts the dimensions of these buildings.

Attachments